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I present a chaotic pendulum based on the repulsive force between a random array of 
point sources of air flow and the conical tip of a rigid pendulum.  The chaotic motion 
was analyzed using machine vision techniques.  Source code is provided for generation 
of random aperture arrays.
Introduction
There are numerous examples of chaotic pendulums based on repulsive forces between 
an array of permanent magnets and a rigid rod tipped with a permanent magnet.[1-2]  
Air flow will also provide a repulsive lateral force on a pendulum when acting on a 
cone.  A pneumatic chaotic pendulum was constructed using an air plenum drilled with 
an array of randomly-sized holes in random positions.  A diagram of its construction can 
be viewed as fig. 1.
Fig. 1.  The pneumatic chaotic 
pendulum.
The 9-inch by 9-inch air plenum is a 
frame that’s capped at the top and 
bottom by plexiglas polycarbonate 
sheets.  The sheet transparency allows 
the tip of the pendulum to be viewed 
from below.  The aperture array is 
constrained to a 4-inch by 4-inch 
patch in the center of the top sheet.
Fine wires are wrapped around the 
ceramic pendulum rod to supply 
electrical current to the LED at the 
cone tip.
 Air Plenum
The air plenum is constructed as a 9-inch by 9-inch frame that’s capped at the top and 
bottom by transparent plexiglas polycarbonate sheets.  The aperture array of pnematic 
point sources is constrained to a 4-inch by 4-inch patch in the center of the top sheet. 
Holes were drilled through this sheet in a range of sizes from 0.0980-inch to 0.1495-inch 
(ANSI drill sizes 40 to 25).  A computer program (source code in an Appendix) 
produced a drilling template for twenty holes of random size in random positions, as 
shown in fig. 2.
Fig. 2.  Drilling template for the top 
sheet of the air plenum.  The 
numbers are the ANSI drill sizes, 
and the red dot marks the center of 
the array.
 Pendulum
Since air flow was limited (a Porter Cable Model C2002 Portable Electric Pancake Air 
Compressor with an airflow of about 3 cubic feet per minute was used), it was necessary 
to fabricate a pendulum of small weight.  The cone was hollow, constructed from paper, 
and it was mounted at the end of a thin, 0.125 inch diameter, ceramic rod manufactured 
as a feed-through for a fine gauge thermocouple.  Alternatively, a hollow but rigid 
plastic tube can be used.  This might be constructed from several plastic drinking straws 
coupled together.
A number of cone angles was tried, and maximum motion was obtained with a cone of 
about 60-degree tip angle.  A small light-emitting diode was affixed to the tip of the cone 
to assist in the machine vision data collection, as described below.  The combined 
weight of the rod, cone, LED, and LED wiring was 9.0 grams, and the rigid rod was 
attached to the support with a short cotton thread.  It was important to adjust the rate of 
airflow with the valve, since too high a flow resulted in the cone’s orbiting the entire 
array.
Machine Vision Data Collection
To facilitate data collection, the motion of the tip of the pendulum was recorded on 
video for analysis.  This process was aided by fitting the tip of the cone with a small 
light-emitting diode operating at low power and collecting data in a darkened room.  A 
small HD resolution video camera with a USB interface was used with the free and open 
source video capture program, cheese.  Although the camera was capable of color video 
at 1920 x1080 resolution, the data collection was done using grayscale at 640 x 480.
The video stream, captured as a webm video file, was processed by the free and open 
source video editing program, ffmpeg, to create sequential grayscale pgm images at half-
second intervals.  An image analysis program extracted the (x,y) coordinates of the tip as 
a function of time.  Fig. 3 shows the (x,y) position as pixels from the pendulum rest 
position at half-second intervals for twelve minutes of operation after an initial 30-
second period to eliminate any transient effects.  Note the unexplained region at larger x 
and y values that might relate to the placement and sizes of the apertures.
Fig. 3.  The pendulum tip position, 
as pixels from the pendulum rest 
position, at half-second intervals 
for twelve minutes of operation. 
Data for the initial 30-seconds were 
eliminated to exclude potential 
transient effects.
Note the unexplained region at 
larger x and y values that might 
relate to the placement and sizes of 
the apertures, as would the shape of 
the region of allowed values.
Data Anaysis
The radial deviation from the pendulum rest position was calculated from the (x,y) 
coordinates, and a middle portion of the movement is shown as fig. 4.  The 
autocorrelation of the entire data set is shown as fig. 5.
 
Fig. 4.  Radial deviation from the pendulum rest position as a function of time.  Shown 
are data from 200 to 400 seconds.
 
Fig. 5.  Calculated autocorrelation for the dataset.  No periodicity is noted.
Discussion
This proof-of-principle experiment opens an opportunity to explore the affect of the 
aperture number, sizes, and positions on the pendulum motion.  The mechanics of the 
system are simple, so a computer simulation is quite feasible, and this would allow many 
trials of varied airflow sources.
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Appendix I – Photographs of the pneumatic chaotic pendulum and the pendulum cone.
Appendix I.  Left, the  pneumatic chaotic pendulum; and, right, the pendulum cone.
Appendix II – Source code, pneumatic_chaotic_pendulum.c.  This program generates an 
SVG image that can be used as a drilling template.
/* -*- Mode: C; indent-tabs-mode: t; c-basic-offset: 4; tab-width: 4 -*-  */
/*
 * pneumatic_chaotic_pendulum.c
 * Copyright (C) 2020 TikalonLLC <gualtieri@ieee.org>
 * 
 * pneumatic_chaotic_pendulum is free software: you can redistribute it and/or 
modify it
 * under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by the
 * Free Software Foundation, either version 3 of the License, or
 * (at your option) any later version.
 * 
 * pneumatic_chaotic_pendulum is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, 
but
 * WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of
 * MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.
 * See the GNU General Public License for more details.
 * 
 * You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along
 * with this program.  If not, see <http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.
 */
#include <stdio.h>
#include <stdlib.h>
#include<time.h>
#include <math.h>
#define num_apertures 20
#define trials 1000
/* Prototypes */
char *strcpy (char *dest, const char *src);
char *strcat (char *dest, const char *src);
void exit (int status);
void srand (unsigned int seed);
int rand ();
float random_angle ();
float random_radius ();
int random_hole ();
int check_spacing (float min_spacing, float x_trial, float y_trial, int ap,
   float x[], float y[]);
/* end of prototypes */
char fn1[64];
char fn2[64];
char st_format[255] = "";
FILE *outdata;
int ap = 0;
int i;
float x_trial, y_trial;
float x[num_apertures];
float y[num_apertures];
int drill_size[num_apertures];
float theta;
float radius;
float min_spacing = 0.2;
int xx;
int yy;
int r;
/*
Drill sizes, inch diameter
40 0.0980
39 0.0995
38 0.1015
37 0.1040
36 0.1065
35 0.1100
34 0.1110
33 0.1130
32 0.1160
31 0.1200
30 0.1285
29 0.1360
28 0.1405
27 0.1440
26 0.1470
25 0.1495
*/
float
random_angle ()
{
//returns a random angle in radians from 0 to 360 degrees
  return (2 * 3.1415926535) * (rand () / (float) RAND_MAX);
}
float
random_radius ()
{
//returns a random radius from 0 to 1
  return (rand () / (float) RAND_MAX);
}
int
random_hole ()
{
//returns a random drill size from 25 to 40
  return (25 + (rand () % 16));
}
int
check_spacing (float min_spacing, float x_trial, float y_trial, int ap,
       float x[], float y[])
{
//flags spacings less than minimum.  A return value of zero indicates an OK spacing
  int j;
  float sp;
  if (ap == 0)
    {
      return 0;
    }
  for (j = 0; j <= ap; j++)
    {
      sp =
((x[j] - x_trial) * (x[j] - x_trial)) +
((y[j] - y_trial) * (y[j] - y_trial));
      if (sp < (min_spacing * min_spacing))
{
  return 1;
}
    }
  return 0;
}
int
main (int argc, char *argv[])
{
  strcpy (fn1, "output.txt");
  strcpy (fn2, "output.svg");
  printf ("\nOutput files selected = %s\t%s\n", fn1, fn2);
  if ((outdata = fopen (fn1, "w")) == NULL)
    {
      printf ("\nData output file cannot be opened.\n");
      exit (1);
    }
  srand (time (NULL));
  ap = 0;
  i = 0;
  while (ap < num_apertures)
    {
      theta = random_angle ();
      radius = random_radius ();
//radius squared to ensure uniform density across area
      x_trial = radius * radius * cos (theta);
      y_trial = radius * radius * sin (theta);
//check_spacing returns zero if spacing is OK
      if (check_spacing (min_spacing, x_trial, y_trial, ap, x, y) == 0)
{
  x[ap] = x_trial;
  y[ap] = y_trial;
  drill_size[ap] = random_hole ();
  fprintf (outdata, "%4f3\t%4f3\t%d\n", x[ap], y[ap], drill_size[ap]);
  ap++;
  i++;
  if (i > trials)
    {
      printf ("\n\n%s",
      "***Minimum spacing appears to be too large ");
      printf ("%s\n\n", "for number of apertures***");
      break;
    }
}
    }
  fclose (outdata);
//Open SVG file
  if ((outdata = fopen (fn2, "w")) == NULL)
    {
      printf ("\nSVG output file cannot be opened.\n");
      exit (1);
    }
// Print svg headers
  printf (" <svg xmlns=\"http://www.w3.org/2000/svg\" version=\"1.1\">\n");
  fprintf (outdata,
   " <svg xmlns=\"http://www.w3.org/2000/svg\" version=\"1.1\">\n");
/*
Basic SVG circle code:
<circle cx="600" cy="200" r="100" fill="red" stroke="blue" stroke-width="10"  />
Basic SVG text:
  <g font-size="30" font="sans-serif" fill="black" stroke="none"
  text-anchor="middle">
    <text x="200" y="400" dx="-30">Test</text>
  </g>
*/
//Print background
  strcat (st_format, "<rect x=\"%d\" y=\"%d\" width=\"%d\" height=\"%d\"");
  strcat (st_format,
  " fill=\"white\" stroke=\"black\" stroke-width=\"2\" />\n");
  printf ("%s", st_format);
  fprintf (outdata, st_format, 0, 0, 1100, 1100);
//mark center
//set circle center
  xx = 550;
  yy = 550;
  r = 10;
  strcpy (st_format, "");
  strcat (st_format, "<circle cx=\"%d\"  cy=\"%d\" r=\"%d\" fill=\"red\"");
  strcat (st_format, " stroke=\"black\" stroke-width=\"1\" />\n");
  printf (st_format, xx + r, yy + r, r);
  fprintf (outdata, st_format, xx + r, yy + r, r);
  strcpy (st_format, "");
  for (i = 0; i < ap; i++)
    {
      xx = 500 * (1 + x[i]);
      yy = 500 * (1 - y[i]);
      r = 10;
      strcpy (st_format, "");
      strcat (st_format,
      "<circle cx=\"%d\"  cy=\"%d\" r=\"%d\" fill=\"white\"");
      strcat (st_format, " stroke=\"black\" stroke-width=\"1\" />\n");
      printf (st_format, xx + 50 + r, yy + 50 + r, r);
      fprintf (outdata, st_format, xx + 50 + r, yy + 50 + r, r);
      strcpy (st_format, "");
      strcat (st_format,
      "<g font-size=\"30\" font=\"sans-serif\" fill=\"black\"");
      strcat (st_format, " stroke=\"none\"  text-anchor=\"middle\">");
      strcat (st_format,
      " <text x=\"%d\" y=\"%d\" dx=\"-30\">%d</text> </g>\n");
      printf (st_format, xx + 50 - (r / 2), yy + 50 - (r / 2), drill_size[i]);
      fprintf (outdata, st_format, xx + 50 - (r / 2), yy + 50 - (r / 2),
       drill_size[i]);
    }
// Print svg footers
  printf ("</svg>");
  fprintf (outdata, "</svg>");
  fclose (outdata);
  printf ("Done\n");
  return (0);
